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Transition amplitudes and transition probabilities are relevant to many areas of physics simulation,
including the calculation of response properties and correlation functions. These quantities are also
closely related to solving linear systems of equations in quantum linear algebra. Here we present
three related algorithms for calculating transition probabilities with respect to arbitrary operators
and states. First, we extend a previously published short-depth algorithm, allowing for the two
input quantum states to be non-orthogonal. The extension comes at the cost of one ancilla qubit
and at most only a constant four additional two-qubit gates. Building on this first procedure,
we then derive a higher-depth approach based on Trotterization and Richardson extrapolation that
requires fewer circuit evaluations. Third, we introduce a tunable approach that in effect interpolates
between the low-depth method and the method of fewer circuit evaluations. This tunability between
circuit depth and measurement complexity allows the algorithm to be tailored to specific hardware
characteristics. Finally, we implement proof-of-principle numerics for toy models in physics and
chemistry and for use a subroutine in variational quantum linear solving (VQLS). The primary
benefits of our approaches are that (a) arbitrary non-orthogonal states may now be used with
negligible increases in quantum resources, (b) we entirely avoid subroutines such as the Hadamard
test that may require three-qubit gates to be decomposed, and (c) in some cases fewer quantum
circuit evaluations are required as compared to the previous state-of-the-art in NISQ algorithms for
transition probabilities.

I. INTRODUCTION

If breakthroughs in hardware design continue, quan-
tum computers will be able to simulate quantum sys-
tems that are classically intractable, including those from
condensed matter physics [1], nuclear structure [2], high-
energy physics [3], and chemistry and materials [4, 5].
As theoretical and algorithmic work progresses, it is im-
perative to continue improving quantum computational
primitives and subroutines so that calculations can be
available on the earliest possible hardware.

One important subroutine is the calculation of transi-
tion amplitudes and probabilities, quantities closely re-
lated to the Fermi golden rule, response functions, and
correlation functions more generally. These are required
for calculating intensities in various areas of spectroscopy
[6–11] and for response functions in scattering experi-
ments and condensed matter [12–15]. Additionally, as

vector-matrix-vector products ~atA~b (or ~atA~a) are often
relevant to classical linear algebra problems, transition
probability subroutines may be useful in quantum linear
algebra [16–21], including for classical partial differential
equations [22–24], finance [25, 26], and quantum machine
learning [27–29].

In this work we introduce three algorithms for cal-
culating transition probabilities. We refer to our algo-
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rithm framework as NOTraP, for non-orthogonal transi-
tion probabilities.

First, we show how to extend an existing short-depth
quantum subroutine to allow for non-orthogonal states,
at resource costs of just one additional qubit and at most
four additional two-qubit gates. This short-depth algo-
rithm (NOTraP-SD) allows for a broader class of states
and applications. As with previous related methods [10],
an important feature is that controlled unitaries (mean-
ing known state preparation unitaries and unitaries for
Pauli string exponentials) are not required for any algo-
rithms in this work.

Second, we demonstrate a higher-depth method
(NOTraP-HD) that greatly reduces the number of dis-
tinct quantum circuits that must be simulated. Third,
we show how one may tune (NOTraP-T) between low
circuit depths and a low number of distinct quantum cir-
cuits. This allows one to tailor the algorithm to a given
set of hardware. For example, if one is given access to a
quantum computer allowing for larger maximum circuit
depth than before, one may modify the algorithm to use
deeper circuits with the trade-off of having fewer circuit
evaluations.

There are many problems for which states |a〉 and
|b〉 are non-orthogonal, for example the calculation of
Franck-Condon factors in molecules [6, 7], arbitrary cor-
relation functions in condensed matter systems, or com-
paring two states in classical linear algebra. Other than
this expansion of the types of states that may be used as
input, the algorithms of this work still also provide the
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FIG. 1. Left panel: Circuits for calculating quantities
|〈a|Pk|b〉|2 with respect to a single Pauli string Pk. (a) Qubit-
efficient overlap circuit, given state preparation unitaries
Ua|0〉 = |a〉 and Ub|0〉 = |b〉. (b) Use of the shorter-depth
destructive SWAP test [32], requiring twice the qubits. Right
panel: Circuits indirectly used in determining cross-terms be-
tween Pauli strings, using different methods. For illustrative
purposes the bottom two circuits implement the cross-terms
in operators A = k1Y1+k2Z1Z2 and Ȧ = k1X0Y1+k2X0Z1Z2.
(c) The Hadamard test for determining <〈a|Pi|b〉; a similar
circuit yields =〈a|Pi|b〉 [33, 34]. Because the Hadamard test
retains phase information, cross-terms 〈a|Pi|b〉〈b|Pj |a〉 may
then be determined classically via products between 〈a|Pi|b〉
and 〈b|Pj |a〉. This circuit uses controlled state preparation
unitaries, and therefore is considerably deeper if gate decom-
position to one- and two-qubit gates is required. (d) Circuits
used by Ibe et al. [10] to calculate terms W2, W3, and W4

of equation (5). This method requires that |a〉 and |b〉 be
orthogonal. (e) Circuits for implementing NoTraP-SD, after

transforming {A, |a〉, |b〉} → {Ȧ, |á〉, |b̀〉} via equations (20)
and (21). Importantly, NoTraP allows for transition proba-
bilities to be calculated (i) for arbitrary non-orthogonal states
|a〉 and |b〉, and (ii) without controlled state preparation uni-
taries nor controlled Pauli rotations.

benefits of tunable circuit depths and general applicabil-
ity to linear algebra.

This work should be considered in the context of re-
cent efforts to derive algorithms that eliminate the use of
controlled-unitary circuits [10, 16, 30, 31], especially the
Hadamard test. Since the native gate set of many quan-
tum computers will consist solely of one- and two-qubit
gates, such controlled state preparations require many
three-qubit gates to be decomposed into simpler gates.
Controlled state preparation unitaries thus would have
lead to circuits several times deeper, making algorithms
with many (decomposed) three-qubit gates prohibitive
on most near-term quantum hardware.

II. THEORY

The quantity of interest is the transition probability

|〈a|A|b〉|2 (1)

Method 3-qubit Works if Tunable

gates? 〈a|b〉 6= 0 depth & meas?
Hadamard test [15, 33] Yes Yes No

ctrl Pauli Rot. (cPR) [16] Yes Yes No
Ibe et al. [10] No No No

This work: NOTraP-SD No Yes No
This work: NOTraP-HD No Yes No
This work: NOTraP-T No Yes Yes

TABLE I. Attributes of different quantum algorithms for cal-
culating |〈a|A|b〉|2. We assume that the uncontrolled state-
preparation unitaries and Pauli rotations are implemented
with one- and two-qubit gates; hence controlled unitaries lead
to 3-qubit gates that may need to be decomposed.

Method Circ Evals D[Aloc] D[Anonloc]

Hadamard test O(n2
q) O(nToff)∗ O(nToffnq)

∗

cPR O(n2
q) O(nToff) O(nToffnq)

NOTraP-SD & Ibe O(n2
q) O(1) O(nq)

NOTraP-HD O(nτ ) O(nq) O(n2
q)

NOTraP-T O(nτn
2
q/N

2
G) O(nτnq/NG) O(nτn

2
q/NG)

TABLE II. Circuit depths and distinct quantum circuit eval-
uations for calculating transition probabilities with respect
to Aloc and Anonloc. The asterisk (∗) denotes methods that
require three-qubit gates and hence longer depths upon de-
composition. While this table does not consider depth for the
state preparation unitaries of |a〉 and |b〉, we stress that the
Hadamard test is the only method in the table that requires
controlled versions of the state preparation circuits for |a〉
and |b〉, greatly increasing the overall circuit depth on most
current hardware. cPR signifies that Pauli rotations are con-
trolled while state preparation unitaries are not, for example
in one formulation of VQLS [16].

where |a〉 and |b〉 are arbitrary states and A is a Hermi-
tian operator that may be expressed as

A =

NP∑
k

gkPk (2)

where gk is a real constant, Pk is a Pauli string Pk ∈
{I,X, Y, Z}⊗nq , NP is the number of Pauli strings in the
decomposition, nq is the number of qubits, I is the iden-
tity and {X,Y, Z} are the Pauli matrices. As previously
mentioned, A may come from a quantum problem (such
as chemistry) or may be the quantum representation of
a matrix from a classical problem. In the latter case, the
goal may be to determine formula (1) in order to solve a
linear system variationally [16, 18–21].

In order to study scaling behavior of local and nonlo-
cal operators, we will consider the following two simple
operators. On nq qubits, they are the operators

Aloc =

nq−1∑
i=0

Xi (3)
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and

Anonloc =

nq−1∑
i=0

X⊗nqXi

=

nq−1∑
i=0

X⊗iIiX
⊗nq−i−1

(4)

where Xi is the Pauli-X operator on qubit i, I is the
identity, and nq is the number of qubits. Considering
these two operators will allow us to study some general
trends in scaling, including circuit depths and number of
distinct circuit evaluations.

A. Previous methods

This subsection reviews the following previously re-
ported methods for transition probabilities: the use of
the Hadamard test [15, 33] to determine each individ-
ual cross-term between Pauli strings of (2), a related ap-
proach that does not require controlled unitaries but does
require controlled Pauli rotations [16], and the method of
Ibe et al. [10] that (assuming state orthogonality) elim-
inated the need for the Hadamard test in this context.
We focus primarily on the latter method as it is similar
in spirit to the approach of this work. Circuits for each
method are shown in Figure 1.

We begin by summarizing how to use the more expen-
sive Hadamard test. We define unitaries Ua|0〉 = |a〉 and
Ub|0〉 = |b〉, where |0〉 is some reference state. Established
near-term algorithms exist for determining these circuit
unitaries for states of interest [35–42]. In this work we
assume that these state preparation unitaries are already
known.

An obstacle in calculating quantity |〈a|A|b〉|2 is that
A is Hermitian but not unitary, meaning it cannot
be trivially implemented with a unitary quantum cir-
cuit (though the longer-depth linear combination of uni-
taries appoach may be used [43]). However, each in-
dividual unitary Pk may be implemented up to global
phase with a simple circuit [44]. Furthermore, an
expansion of equation (1) reveals cross-terms such as
gigj〈a|Pi|b〉〈b|Pj |a〉, for which a naive implementation
would use the Hadamard test [30, 33, 34].

Using the Hadamard test one may determine 〈a|Pi|b〉
by using a controlled state preparation unitary cU , where
the the unitary to be controlled is U = U†aPiUb. Even
though this arguably could be classified as a near-term
method, its depth requirements are much larger than the
original unitary. Assuming the original unitary was com-
posed only of one- and two-qubit gates, these respectively
become two- and three-qubit gates, which in turn have
costly decompositions into smaller gates. Hence a major
purpose of previous studies [10, 31] and of the current
work is to circumvent the Hadamard test.

In variational quantum linear solving (VQLS) [16], as
originally proposed, an ancilla control qubit is used for

the Pk operators while the state preparation unitaries are
implemented directly without control qubits. Hence the
original formulation of VQLS does still require the high-
depth decomposition of three-qubit gates, albeit fewer
than in the case of the Hadamard test.

A notable breakthrough was recently introduced by Ibe
et al. [10]. Without needing any ancilla control qubits,
their method uses measurements from many distinct cir-
cuits, before taking a weighted sum of each result to ar-
rive at the desired quantity. We summarize their method
here using slightly modified notation.

The algorithm of Ibe et al. begins by calculating the
following quantities on a quantum computer, each of
which is in the form |〈a|Vi|b〉|2 where Vi is a different
unitary. We define quantities

W
(k)
1 = |〈a|Pk|b〉|2

W
(kl)
2 = |〈a|1

2
(I + iPk)(I + iPl)|b〉|2

W
(kl)
3 = |〈a|1

2
(I − iPk)(I − iPl)|b〉|2

W
(kl)
4 = |〈a|PkPl|b〉|2,

(5)

each of which is a variable between 0 and 1.
Unitaries involving Pk and Pl may be implemented us-

ing known circuits for exponentiating a single Pauli string
[44], while the states themselves are prepared using Ua
and Ub. Calculating the overlaps squared is possible us-
ing the SWAP test [45] or destructive SWAP test [32]
between states Ua|0〉 and V Ub|0〉, or by implementing
U†aV Ub before determining the frequency of measured
state |0〉⊗nq [46], as shown in see Figure 1(a) and (b).
The former methods require 2nq qubits and the latter re-
quires nq qubits and at most a doubling of circuit depth.

The transition probability may then be reconstructed
as

|〈a|A|b〉|2 =
∑
k

g2
kW

(k)
1

+
∑
k

∑
l<k

gkgl
[
2W

(kl)
2 + 2W

(kl)
3 −W (k)

1 −W (l)
1 −W

(kl)
4

]
(6)

or equivalently

|〈a|A|b〉|2 =∑
k

(2g2
k −

∑
l<k

gkgl)W
(k)
1

+
∑
k

∑
l<k

gkgl
(
2W

(kl)
2 + 2W

(kl)
3 −W (kl)

4

) (7)

where the equality holds only if 〈a|b〉 = 0, though
below we propose a method usable for non-orthogonal
states. The number of distinct circuits is (3N2

P −NP )/2.
The number of measurements required for determining
each of formulas (5) is O(1/ε2i ), where εi is the required
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precision for each circuit; a full analysis of measurement
counts is slightly more involved and is derived in the next
subsection.

Throughout this work we assume the available gate-
set is CNOT and all arbitrary one-qubit unitaries. The
depths will change if a different native gate set is as-
sumed. The maximum depth (excluding the state prepa-
ration circuits) for the Ibe et al. circuit is

DIbe = 5 + 4(k − 1) = 4k + 1 (8)

where k is the longest Pauli string length in the Hamil-
tonian. This upper bound comes from having a circuit
e−i

π
4 Pke−i

π
4 Pl , which in the worst case operate on the

same set of qubits. This leads to 4 CNOT-ladders each
with k− 1 CNOT gates, two Rz(

π
4 ) rotations, and 4 lay-

ers of basis changes of which the middle two layers may
be combine into one layer of single qubit gates. This in
turn yields DIbe[Anonloc] = 4nq and DIbe[Aloc] = 8.

For the circuits of the original VQLS formalism [16],
based on controlled Pauli rotations (cPR), we consider
controlled versions of the circuits of the previous para-
graph, which leads to deeper circuits after decomposi-
tion. In this case we have the previous CNOT gates re-
placed with Toffoli gates, the Rz(

π
4 ) gates replaced with

controlled-Rz, and the depth-1 layer of basis change re-
placed by a depth-k layer of controlled rotations. The
maximum depth for VQLS is

DVQLS = 4(k − 1)(11) + 4k(4) (9)

where we use DToff = 11 for the depth required to de-
compose a Toffoli (controlled CNOT) gate and DcR = 4
for depth of a decomposed arbitrary controlled one-qubit
rotation [47]. This leads to DVQLS[Anonloc] = 60nq−104
and (performing additional gate cancellations via inspec-
tion) DVQLS[Aloc] = 8.

B. Measurement counts for previously published
methods

To our knowledge, a resource analysis for required mea-
surement counts has not been performed for the previ-
ously published methods. Here we perform such an anal-
ysis for Ibe et al. and for the cPR formalism.

We begin with an analysis of Ibe et al. The number
of measurements required for the full calculation of Q =
|〈a|A|b〉|2 is dependent on the coefficients in equation (7).
There are NW circuits from which measurements need
to be extracted, hence NW independent variables. Re-
indexing all random variables W with i, if the goal is an
upper additive error bound of εQ, then via standard error
propagation we have

ε2
Q =

NW∑
i

∣∣∣∣ ∂Q∂Wi

∣∣∣∣2 ε2
i . (10)

Note that εQ has the same units as A2, while εi is
dimensionless as it is simply the error in Wi. Assigning

each summed term to have the same uncertainty leads to∣∣∣∣ ∂Q∂Wi

∣∣∣∣2 ε2
i = ε2

Q/NW (11)

which in turn yields measurement counts of each term
as

ni =
1

ε2
i

=
NW

∣∣∣ ∂Q∂Wi

∣∣∣2
ε2
Q

(12)

and total measurements

ntot =
∑
i

ni (13)

where

NW = NP +
3

2
(NP − 1)NP (14)

Using equation (7) the general result for arbitrary op-
erator A =

∑
k gkPk is

ntot =
NW
ε2
Q

∑
k

(
2g2
k −

∑
l<k

gkgl

)2

+
∑
k

∑
l<k

(9g2
kg

2
l )

 .

(15)
It is instructive to consider the number of measure-

ments for Aloc and Anonloc, in order to obtain an under-
standing of basic scaling. As all gk equal unity for these
two operators, the measurement counts are

ntot[Aloc, Anonloc] =

NW
ε2
Q

(
1

6
NP (2N2

P − 15NP + 37) +
9

2
NP (NP − 1))

= O(N5
P /ε

2
Q) = O(n5

q/ε
2
Q)

(16)

where we have used NW = O(N2
P ) from equation (14).

The perhaps unexpected fifth-order scaling is a result of
the first sum of equations (7) and (16) having a cubic
scaling in NP .

In this work we concern ourselves primarily with rela-

tive error η = ε
Q . Because |〈a|A|b〉|2 = ‖A‖2 |〈a|A|b〉|

2

‖A‖2 ,

an order of magnitude estimate for the relative error
ε

|〈a|A|b〉|2 is ε
‖A‖2 . As ‖Aloc‖2 and ‖Anonloc‖2 scale as

O(n2
q), with respect to relative error the total number

of measurements scales as O(n3
q/η

2
Q).

Now we do a measurement resource analysis for VQLS,
for which the VQLS objective function is optimized when
the correct solution |x〉 to system of linear equations
A|x〉 = |b〉 is found. Though (unlike the Hadamard test)
this approach does not require controlled state prepara-
tion unitaries, it does require controlled exponentiated
Pauli strings.
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Because cross-terms are calculated explicitly, the indi-
vidual terms are∑

k

g2
k[|〈a|Pk|b〉|2] +

∑
k

∑
l<k

gkgl2<[〈a|Pl|b〉〈b|Pk|a〉]

(17)
where each term in square brackets is a distinct circuit.
The number of circuits is thus NW = NP +(NP−1)NP /2
and the measurement count is

nVQLS
tot = NW ε

−2
Q

[∑
k

g4
k +

∑
k

∑
l<k

2g2
kg

2
l

]
(18)

which in turn leads to

nVQLS
tot [Aloc, Anonloc] = NW ε

−2
Q [NP + (NP − 1)NP ]

= NW ε
−2
Q [NP + (NP − 1)NP ]

= O(N4
P ) = O(n4

q),

(19)

corresponding to approximately O(n2
q/η

2
Q) measure-

ments. Hence using the VQLS method for direct over-
laps leads to superior measurement scaling to Ibe et al.,
though at the cost of using three-qubit gates that are
expensive to decompose on some hardware.

III. NON-ORTHOGONAL STATES,
EXTRAPOLATION, AND DEPTH TUNING

In this section we introduce three new tools for calcu-
lating transition probabilities. First we extend a previous
method to allow for calculating transition probabilities
between non-orthogonal states, while still avoiding any
gates higher than 2-qubit gates. We expect this method
to be useful both for calculating transition probabilities
between arbitrary quantum states and for more efficiently
running VQLS. Second we show how to use exponentia-
tion and extrapolation to greatly reduce the number of
measurements required, at the cost of an increase in cir-
cuit depth. Finally, we demonstrate how one may tune
between higher-depth and higher-measurement, in order
to use as much of the limited (due to e.g. noise) avail-
able circuit depth as possible when calculating transition
probabilities. Tables I and II show a comparison of the
capabilities of our method compared to previous work.

A. Implementing non-orthogonal states
(NOTraP-SD)

Our first algorithmic contribution is a simple modifi-
cation to the states and to the operator A; after this
modification, any procedure that would have required or-
thogonal input states can be used on the modified states.

First, one adds a single ancilla qubit to the state space,
with opposite bit values for each state of interest,

|a〉 → |0〉a ⊗ |a〉s ≡ |á〉
|b〉 → |1〉a ⊗ |b〉s ≡ |b̀〉

(20)

Next one modifies the operator A, multiplying it by a
bit-flip operator acting on the new qubit:

A→ Xa ⊗As ≡ Ȧ. (21)

The result is that, even if an algorithm for formula (1)
requires that the two input states be orthogonal, one may

use these new constructs (|á〉, |b̀〉, and Ȧ) to calculate the
originally desired quantity |〈a|A|b〉|2. This is proven in
the following two lemmas.

Lemma 1. 〈á|b̀〉 = 0.

Proof.

〈á|b̀〉
= 〈0|1〉〈a|b〉
= 0

(22)

Lemma 2. 〈a|A|b〉 = 〈á|Ȧ|b̀〉.

Proof.

〈á|Ȧ|b̀〉
= 〈0|〈a|(X ⊗A)|1〉|b〉
= 〈0|X|1〉〈a|A|b〉
= 〈a|A|b〉

(23)

This simple extension allows the exact transition prob-
abilities for any two states to be calculated using the pre-
viously introduced [10] formula (6), which would other-
wise produce the incorrect results if the two input states
are non-orthogonal. The additional cost is one extra
qubit, as well as at most a circuit depth increase of four
two-qubit entangling gates (sometimes just 2) and two
one-qubit gates; note that adjacent Hadamard gates can-
cel in Figure 1(e). Thus we still avoid the long depths
required of the Hadamard test, but calculate the exact
desired quantity. Allowing for non-orthogonal states is
important for practical applications, with examples in-
cluding variational linear systems solvers as well as sim-
ulating vibronic spectra. This orthogonalization proce-
dure is also necessary for the subsequent methods in this
work.
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B. Exponentiation method (NOTraP-HD)

Here we develop another algorithm for calculating
transition probabilities, with the goal of reducing the re-
quired measurement counts at the cost of an increased
circuit depth. The method is based on exponentiating
the operator Ȧ and using Richardson extrapolation. (Ex-
traploation has been to improve efficiency in quantum lin-
ear algebra [48], though this previous algorithm is more
amenable to longer-term hardware and is not similar to
our approach.) We begin by writing the Taylor expansion

e−iτȦ = I − iτȦ− 1

2
τ2Ȧ2 + · · · (24)

We first require the determination of

|〈á| exp(−iτȦ)|b̀〉|2 for multiple τ . This quantity can
be determined by the frequency of all-|0〉 measurements

from implementing the circuit for U†
b̀

exp(−iτȦ)Uá|0〉.
One may alternatively use the destructive SWAP test
on states exp(−iτȦ)Uá|0〉 and Ub̀|0〉, which lowers the
depth while doubling the number of qubits (see Figure
1).

The algorithm proceeds by determining the following
function for at least two values of τ , before using Richard-
son extrapolation [49, 50] to determine |〈a|A|b〉|2. The
function is

f(τ) = |〈á|e−iτȦ|b̀〉|2 + |〈á|e+iτȦ|b̀〉|2

= 2τ2|〈a|A|b〉|2 + τ4K4 + τ6K6 +O(τ8)
(25)

where many terms are combined into constants Kn.
We note two key insights here. First, the quadratic
term’s coefficient is proportional to |〈a|A|b〉|2 only be-
cause of the transformations (20) and (21); otherwise
the quadratic term would have een contaminated with
a term τ2〈b|A2|a〉〈a|b〉. Hence the orthogonalization pro-
cedure is strictly necessary for this extrapolation-based
algorithm. Second, the cancellation of all odd orders of
τ in (25) is due to the summing of results from +τ and
−τ .

An important consideration is the choice of τ values for
the extrapolation. A smaller τ leads to a lower error for
a given number of extrapolation points, but to a larger
total number of required measurements. We leave an in-
depth analysis of τ -dependent measurement counts for
future work.

As we show presently, it is fortunately not necessary
to exactly implement the exponential in order to obtain
the transition probability. This is important, as on near-

term hardware the exact implementation of e−iτȦ will
often not be possible. Instead, Suzuki-Trotter decom-
positions may be used. The approximate exponential is
then Ũ(τ) ≈ exp(−iτȦ) = U(τ). The key is that an
nth-order Suzuki-Trotter decomposition yields an error
of ‖U(τ)− Ũ(τ)‖ = O(τn+1) [51], implying that a simple

1st-order decomposition yields Ũ(τ) = 1− iτȦ+O(τ2).

FIG. 2. Schematic of the tunable NOTraP-T algorithm.

Under such a first-order approximation, the resulting
extrapolation function takes the form

f̃(τ) = |〈á|Ũ(τ)|b̀〉|2 + |〈á|Ũ(−τ)|b̀〉|2

= 2τ2|〈a|A|b〉|2 + τ4K̃4 +O(τ6) + · · ·
(26)

where the leading term is the same as before. For-
tuitously, all of this implies that there is no immedi-
ately obvious reason to think an exact implementation of
exp(−iτA) is more useful than a 1st-order Suzuki-Trotter
approximation.

C. Tuning between low depth and few circuit
evaluations (NOTraP-T)

Different near- and medium-term quantum hardware
will have different characteristics—and whatever hard-
ware one uses, one generally would like to take advantage
of as much of the circuit depth as possible. This suggests
the need for algorithms whereby the circuit depth may be
tuned over a wide range, at the cost of another resource
like (in this case) total circuit evaluations (see Figure 2).

One of the above methods (NOTraP-SD) uses shorter-
depth circuits to implement transition probabilities,
while the other (NOTraP-HD) requires deeper circuits
but fewer measurements. In this section we introduce
a method by which one may interpolate between the
short-depth NOTraP-SD and the high-depth NOTraP-
HD, which allows for a more fine-tuned trade-off between
depth and total circuit evaluations.

Expressing A as a linear combination of NP Pauli
strings, the idea is to first group A into NG terms in-
stead, with NG < NP . Write down

A =

NG∑
u

Gu =

NG∑
u

∑
k∈Su

gkPk (27)

where each Gu is a linear combination of Pauli strings,
Su ⊂ {0, · · · , NP − 1},

⋃
u Su = {0, · · · , NP − 1}, and∑

u |Su| = NP .
One may choose any arbitrary decomposition for equa-

tion (27); there is no requirement, for example, that
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members of the set commute. It may appear as though
one would want the members of every {gk|k ∈ Su} to
commute, as that would allow one to exactly implement
exp(Gu) via first-order Trotterization. However, because
it is only fourth-order (τ4) terms and above that are
affected by first-order Trotter error (see Section III B),
there is no immediately obvious advantage to having
Pauli strings commute. The total number of distinct cir-
cuits to run and measure is then reduced to O(N2

G), from
the previous O(N2

P ).

Though distinct, our route to the derivation is some-
what inspired by formulas (5) and (6). Define the terms

S
(u)
+ = |〈á|e−iτĠu |b̀〉|2, (28)

S
(u)
− = |〈á|e+iτĠu |b̀〉|2, (29)

S
(uv)
− = |〈á|e−iτĠue−iτĠv |b̀〉|2

= |〈á|[1− iτĠu +O(τ2)][1− iτĠv +O(τ2)]|b̀〉|2,
(30)

S
(uv)
+ = |〈á|e+iτĠue+iτĠv |b̀〉|2

= |〈á|[1 + iτĠu +O(τ2)][1 + iτĠv +O(τ2)]|b̀〉|2.
(31)

For a single Gu,

S
(u)
+ + S

(u)
− = 2τ2|〈a|Gu|b〉|2 +O(τ4). (32)

It is instructive to first consider the case of NG = 2.
We write

S
(uv)
+ + S

(uv)
−

= 4τ2<〈a|Gu|b〉〈b|Gv|a〉
+ 2τ2|〈a|Gu|b〉|2

+ 2τ2|〈a|Gv|b〉|2 +O(τ4)

(33)

which upon rearrangement (when NG = 2) yields

|〈a|A|b〉|2 = 1
2τ2 (S

(uv)
+ + S

(uv)
− ) +O(τ4).

Turning to the general case of NG ≥ 2, it can be shown
that

|〈a|A|b〉|2 =

NG∑
u

(S
(u)
+ + S

(u)
− )/2τ2 +

NG∑
u

∑
v<u

[
S

(uv)
+ + S

(uv)
−

−S(u)
+ − S(v)

+ − S(u)
− − S

(v)
− +

]
/2τ2 +O(τ4)/τ2

(34)

or

|〈a|A|b〉|2 = |〈a|
∑
u

Gu|b〉|2

=

NG∑
u

∑
u<v

(
S

(uv)
+ + S

(uv)
−

)
/2τ2

−
∑
u

(
NG − 2

)
(S

(u)
+ + S

(u)
− )/2τ2

+O(τ2).

(35)

This method (NOTraP-T) is tunable via changing the
number of subsets NG. As before, the orthogonalization
procedure of Lemmas 1 and 2 is strictly necessary for
the above expressions to yield the correct result. Note
that the main mathematical way in which NOTraP-T
differs from NOTraP-SD is that the former formulas do
not explicitly use coefficients of the Pauli matrices. This
difference is what leads to the 1

2τ2 factor.
Finally, the algorithm proceeds by evaluating formula

(35) for multiple values of τ and then extrapolating. We
leave an analysis of the error to future work, as our pri-
mary goal in this work is to introduce the three NOTraP
algorithms.

There are NG circuits each for types S
(u)
+ and S

(u)
− , and

1
2 (N2

G − NG)/2 circuits each for types S
(uv)
+ and S

(uv)
− .

Hence the number of circuits required to estimate the
transition probability is nτ (N2

G + NG) where nτ is the
number of points used in the extrapolations. As men-
tioned in the previous section, the relationship between
choice of τ and the overall total number of measurements
is nontrivial, and we leave a detailed analysis of this re-
lationship to future work.

In this section we have provided an algorithm with
tunable circuit depth, where the availability of more cir-
cuit depth allows one to evaluate expectation values from
fewer circuits. The tunability comes in the choice of the
number of groups NG in which to place the Pauli terms of
operator A. This approach is conceptually a mix between
the low-depth method of Section III A and the high-depth
method of Section III B, allowing the user to make use
of any circuit depth available on a particular quantum
device.

IV. APPLICATIONS AND NUMERICAL
SIMULATIONS

Here we implement numerical experiments for calculat-
ing transition probabilities via the NOTraP algorithms.
Our primary focus is on the high-depth NOTraP-HD
method, whose viability we wish to demonstrate using
very few extrapolation points. Additionally, we study
the tradeoffs between circuit depth and the number of
circuit evaluations for all algorithms introduced in this
work. These experiments should be viewed as proofs of
principle; additional algorithmic considerations and de-
tailed error analysis would often be desired when using
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FIG. 3. Errors via the exponentiation- and extrapolation-
based method NOTraP-HD using nτ values of 2 through 5,
for Aloc and for selected vibronic transitions in napthalene
and phenanthrene. The labels nap{N} and phe{N} refer to
transitions from the ground state of napthalene and phenan-
threne, respectively, to the Nth vibrational excited state of
the electronic excited state.

FIG. 4. Using NOTraP-HD of Section III B to estimate
|〈x|A|b〉|2 for 20 random instances using A as defined in equa-
tion (41), relevant to classical linear algebra. The number of
extrapolation points nτ is varied from 2 to 5.

NOTraP algorithms in real-world problems. We consider
simple models from three application areas: spin chains,
vibronic transitions in molecules, and linear systems solv-
ing. We prepared and executed the numerics using pri-
marily Scipy [52], mat2qubit [53], and OpenFermion [54].
In Section IV A we summarize the applications and nu-
merical methods and in Section IV B we present and dis-
cuss the results.

A. Applications and numerical methods

Toy spin model. We implement both the one-local
operator Aloc and the (Nq−1)-local operator Anonloc de-
fined in Section II. While Anonloc is a contrived operator
introduced mainly to study a highly non-local toy case,
Aloc has a straight-forward physical interpretation as the
total magnetism in the transverse direction. For up to
ten qubits, we use the extrapolated algorithm NOTraP-
HD to calculate |〈0⊗Nq |Aloc|ψR〉|2 where |ψR〉 is a ran-
dom quantum state. The extrapolation points τ were
arbitrarily chosen to be centered arond 1

‖A‖ with spacing

between points of 0.1
‖A‖ , where ‖A‖ is the spectral norm.

In analyzing NOTraP-HD, we analyze the circuit depth
versus distinct quantum circuits required for both Aloc
and Anonloc. As before, we assume a native gate set of
CNOT and all arbitrary one-qubit gates. For NOTraP-T,
we group the Pauli terms into NG equally sized sets.
Vibronic transitions in molecules. In the gen-

eral case, vibrational degrees of freedom in molecules are
hard to simulate on classical computers; there has been
theoretical work towards developing general quantum ap-
proaches for treating vibrations [11, 55, 56]. The more
specific problem of calculating vibronic spectra involves
the calculation of light-absorption cross sections for cou-
pled vibrational-electronic transitions [6, 7, 57, 58]; here,
the goal is to determine both the frequencies and the
absorption intensities of each transition. The transition
occurs between two electronic eigenstates, each associ-
ated with a different vibrational Hamiltonian. Though
highly accurate vibrational Hamiltonians must include
anharmonic terms, here we approximate napthalene and
phenanthrene using harmonic potential energy surfaces.
The transformation between the ground and excited vi-
brational normal mode coordinates is described by the
Duschinsky transformation,

~q′ = S~q + ~d (36)

where q′ and q′ are vibrational normal mode coordinates
respectively for the excited and ground electronic poten-
tial energy surface (PES), S is a unitary matrix, and d
is a displacement vector. The transition intensity is de-
scribed by |〈ψ|µ|ψ′〉|2, where |ψ〉 is a vibrational eigen-
state of the ground PES and |ψ′〉 is a vibrational eigen-
state of the excited PES. When the so-called Condon
approximation is used, µ = I and one simply calculates
the overlap of the two states. Non-Condon effects must
be included in order to qualitatively capture the correct
spectrum in many molecules, including those considered
here. An analog photonic-based algorithm for the inclu-
sion of non-Condon effects has been previously described
[59]; the current work can be used as a digitial version.

We use the following parameters[59] for napthalene,

S(nap) =

(
.98 −.20
.20 .98

)
ω(nap)
g = (509, 938)

ω(nap)
e = (438, 912)

d(nap) = (0, 0)

µ(nap) = I + q0 − q1,

(37)

and the following for phenanthrene,

S(phen) =

(
.9055 −.4240
.4240 .9055

)
ω(phen)
g = (700, 800)

ω(phen)
e = (679, 796)

d(phen) = (.1650, .0780)

µ(phen) = I + 1.5q0 − 0.5q1.

(38)
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In both problems, we consider only the two normal
modes most relevant to the spectra. We map the prob-
lem to a binary representation [60] using a truncation of
16 energy levels, leading to 4 qubits per mode and hence 8
qubits overall. We deliberately chose molecules for which
vibrational eigenstates on different PESs are not orthog-
onal, in order to highlight the utility of NOTraP.

Linear systems. A ubiquitous problem in science and
engineering is solving the linear system

A|x〉 = |b〉 (39)

where A and |b〉 are known (or in the quantum case, it is
at least known how to prepare |b〉). The first quantum al-
gorithm for solving linear systems [61] uses the quantum
phase estimation algorithm. Variational approaches to
solve (39) have been developed [16, 18–21], based on the
notion that one may vary |x〉 using the objective function

FLS = 〈x|A|b〉. (40)

or ‖FLS‖2, where the correct answer is reached when
this quantity is maximized. Note that the original VQLS
paper uses a slightly modified definition of the cost func-
tion that not qualitatively affect the results of the current
work.

Equation 40 is simply a transition amplitude, and so
any method for calculating either transition amplitudes
or transition probabilities may be used. The methods
of the current work may be used to solve for |x〉, us-
ing |〈x|A|b〉|2 as an objective function instead of equa-
tion (40). Using our approach for calculating the ob-
jective function has one major advantage over previous
work: as previously mentioned, NOTraP does not require
the controlled versions of the state preparation circuit
nor the controlled versions of the exponentials of Pk and
Gu. Though previous work on variational linear systems
solvers [16] eliminated the need for controlled versions of
state preparation circuits, controlled versions of exponen-
tiation Pk were required. (An alternative approach is to
minimize 〈x|H|x〉 where H = A†(1− |b〉〈|b)A, though in
the general case this H may have many terms, leading to
many more measurements being required to reconstruct
the expectation value.) Note that the original [10] for-
mulas (6) would not work for optimizing the objective
function because it requires |b〉 to be orthogonal to the
candidate for |x〉.

In order to study the use of our subroutines in varia-
tional quantum linear systems (VQLS) solving, we con-
sider random classical matrices that can be expressed as
tensor trains [62, 63]. Commonly used in machine learn-
ing and other fields, tensor train decompositions are a
linear combination of matrix tensor products. We use
the simple structure

A =

Ntrain-1∑
i=1

R
(i)
i ⊗R

(i′)
i+1 (41)

where the size of each local subspace is d, hence each
“local” matrix R is of size d × d. The subscripts denote

FIG. 5. Pareto fronts demonstrating the trade-off between cir-
cuit depth and distinct quantum circuits to evaluate, for the
short-depth NOTraP-SD, the tunable NOTraP-T, the high-
depth NOTraP-HD, and controlled Pauli rotations (cPR) [16].
Two operators, the local Aloc and the non-local Anonloc, are
considered.

the position in the tensor network train (identities I are
implicit on other subspaces), and we include superscripts
to clarify that all R are unique. We consider local tensor
sizes d = 2, 4, 8, corresponding to local qubit counts of
1, 2, and 3, respectively. The number of qubits required
to represent each full classical matrix A is thus Ntrain ×
log2 d. We consider the error in calculating |〈b|A|x〉|2,
where |b〉 is the zero vector, for 20 random vectors |x〉.
Though we constrain A to be Hermitian, it is well known
that any non-Hermitian matrix can be made Hermitian
using one additional qubit, as shown in Appendix A.

B. Results and Discussion

The left panel of Figure 3 shows the relative error of
using NOTraP-HD for the spin operator Aloc, for sev-
eral qubits counts and values of nτ . The right panel of
Figure 3 shows vibronic transitions discussed in the pre-
vious section. In both applications, we observe a trend
of the error decreasing exponentially with the number of
extrapolation points used, demonstrating the viability of
NOTraP-HD for even very few extrapolation points. It is
also notable that just 2 extrapolation points is often suf-
ficient for a sub-1% error, while 3 or more extrapolation
points is almost always sufficient. In the case of Aloc, the
average error scaling shows an improvement as the num-
ber of qubits increases; determining the generality of this
fortuitous finding would require more research.

Figure 4 shows relative error in calculating |〈b|A|x〉|2
for a classical A defined by formula (41). We observe
similar trends as before: errors decrease exponentially
with increasing nτ , and there is a modest trend of error
reduction as the qubit count increases. The value of the
local tensor size d does not appear to have a strong effect
on error.

Figure 5 shows Pareto fronts with respect to circuit
depth and number of circuit evaluations for several meth-
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ods, with the purpose of comparing resource counts and
especially demonstrating the resource trade-offs for the
tunable NOTraP-T method. We consider both Aloc and
Anonloc; the latter leads to larger circuit depths as the
operator is highly non-local. NOTraP-T and NOTraP-
HD show two values per circuit depth, as we include nτ
values of both 2 and 3. We stress again that these plots
show circuit depths only for the calculation of |〈a|A|b〉|2
(depths of the required state preparation unitaries are
excluded) and that the relationship between number of
circuit evaluations and total number of measurements is
non-trivial.

The plots show that NOTraP-T may be continuously
tuned between high circuit depth and high number of
circuit evaluations. As previously stated, this allows
for the NOTraP methods to be tailored to the partic-
ular limited depth requirements of a particular quantum
device. The values for the controlled Pauli operations
(cPR) [15, 16] are shown as well. These circuit depths
are based on the gate decompositions discussed in Sec-
tion II A, and highlight the fact that NOTraP allows for
shorter depth circuits than the methods (e.g. former
formulations of VQLS) that require controlled unitaries.
Note that once the available circuit depth is larger than
the depth required for NOTraP-HD, there is no benefit
to using NOTraP-T.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we made three contributions to quantum
algorithms for calculating transition probabilities. First,
building on previous work [10] we introduced a method
(NOTraP-SD) that can be used to calculate transition
probabilities between two non-orthogonal states, while
still not requiring any controlled state preparations nor
controlled Pauli rotations. Second, we introduced an
extrapolation-based method (NOTraP-HD) that needs
higher circuit depths but requires far fewer measure-
ments. Third, we show how to tune (NOTraP-T) be-
tween these short- and high-depth methods in order to
make the most of available quantum hardware. That
these methods do not require the above-mentioned con-
trolled unitaries is useful for physics simulation but also
for linear systems solving, we we can calculate a VQLS
cost function without three-qubit gates and with fewer
circuit evaluations.

In principle this method might be combined with
shadow tomography [64], which especially for local
Hamiltonians may show large reductions in measure-
ments required per circuit evaluation. Though we de-
rived measurement counts for previously proposed meth-
ods, for most of this work we left unspecified the method

used for each circuit evaluation.
There are several other promising directions for future

work. One can imagine using methods here for calculat-
ing linear combinations of higher-order operators 〈AK〉
[65]. Further, there may be modifications to our methods
that allow for fewer measurement counts when calculat-
ing expectation values [37, 66–68] as opposed to transi-
tion probabilities.

In conclusion, we expect these quantum subroutines to
be useful on near- and mid-term quantum computers for
a range of problems in chemistry, materials, condensed
matter physics, and quantum linear algebra, especially
when circuit depth is the limiting resource.
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Appendix A: non-Hermitian matrices

If A is not Hermitian, for example if it was lifted from
a classical matrix problem instance, it can be made Her-
mitian by

A→
[

0 A
A† 0

]
(A1)

which is done by first decomposing the operator into Her-
mitian and anti-Hermitian parts,

A = AH +AAH (A2)

where AH = (A + A†)/2 and AAH = (A − A†)/2.
Adding one qubit and the following transformation yields
a Hermitian operator:

A→ X ⊗AH + Y ⊗ (−i)AAH . (A3)

State vectors are modified as

|b〉 → |0〉 ⊗ |b〉
|x〉 → |1〉 ⊗ |x〉.

(A4)
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